
2I I T   maintains an industry-relevant and software providers. CA provides 

up-to-date curriculum, by partnering with industry-leading solutions, for hands-on 

leading tech-application organizations. training and carrying out advanced 

These organizations provide valuable education and research. These include SAP is a recognized leader in providing 

insight in the development and delivery of  Unicenter Network and Systems collaborative business solutions. SAP 

the programs. Students have first-hand Management (Unicenter NSM), eTrust, provides the latest technologies on 

knowledge of  the tools and software and ERwin Data Modeler. functional integration in ERP, using SAP 

provided by these corporations, which are modules like FI, MM, SD & CO and 

the backbone of  the industry today. business analysis. SAP also provides 

CRM and BW components for strategic 

business advantage. The students are 

given hands-on practice in configuring 

the above mentioned modules.

ALTERA provides cutting-edge, 

specialized technical training material, 

such as literature, course content and 

software. ALTERA provides Quartus-II SAS is a leader in Business Intelligence 

and Nios-II licenses, along with IP cores and Analytics, and provides software that 

for DSP builder, FFT / IFFT, FIR answers strategic business questions. SAS 

compiler, and NCO compiler, for provides business intelligence solutions 

enabling industry-standard projects and for students, to learn hands-on skills, and 

acceptance of  students in the industry. enable them to gain confidence in taking 

up challenging projects and further 

careers in BI and other business 

solutions.

TIBCO provides software and services 

that help companies orchestrate assets 

across the enterprise in real time. TIBCO 

provides solutions for EAI, Middleware 

and BPM, and students can further 

substantiate their understanding using 

TIBCO's knowledge base.

Computer Associates Inc (CA) is one of  

the world's largest IT Management 

Fluent is the world leader among 

commercial computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) vendors. Fluent is the 

largest producer of  CFD software and 

the fourth largest computer-aided 

engineering (CAE) company. 

Headquartered in Lebanon, New 

Hampshire, USA, with offices and 

distributors on all continents, it supplies 

CFD software and services to hundreds 

of  companies across dozens of  

industries, including over two-thirds of  

the blue chip manufacturing companies 

in the world.

Cadence is supporting I2IT Pune under 

university support program. Faculty as 
®well as students are getting direct support The Intel  Higher Education Program is 

from CADENCE source link along with part of  the Intel Education Initiative - a 

training sessions at Bangalore office. sustained commitment in collaboration 

Students of  I2IT are eligible to with educators and government leaders 

participates in the design contests worldwide to help today's students 

conducted by cadence and internships at prepare for the demands of  tomorrow. 
®CADENCE. The lab is well equipped In India, the Intel  Higher Education 

with all the full functional tools from Program works closely with premier 

cadence. institutions and universities along with 

the Government, to help enrich the 

quality of  technological and intellectual 

human resource available for the rapidly 

proliferating technology economy. 

2I IT’s Academic Partners

Listed alphabetically

2I IT ’s Academic Partners provide 

state-of-the-art tools and softwares for 

students to gain hands-on experience
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